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MINKE EXPED 1/22
23-28/06/2022

5 nights

Swim with the whales!

Suitable for snorkelers

CORAL SPAWN 1/22
09-13/11/2022

5 days - 4 nights

16 dives

Witness nature in action

IT INERARIES 

RIBBON REEFS EXPLORER

08-12/10/2021; 12-16/04/2022

5 days - 4 nights

16 dives

World famous dive sites

Join us on a trip for divers of all
levels, exploring the pristine coral
gardens of the Ribbon Reefs. From
Steve's Bommie to the renowned
Cod Hole, you will be amazed by
this incredible part of the GBR! 

Words can't describe the feeling
you get when you experience
swimming for the first time with
these magnificent creatures. And
we are sure that we will see you
back for more!

Only witnessed for the first time
back in the early 1980's, coral
spawning on the Great Barrier
Reef has become one of the must-
see natural phenomons. 

After something else? With our experience, and knowledge of the reef, let us create something for you!



THE VESSEL 

RANGE

3000km

Scuba IQ Dive Expeditions are proud to have
teamed-up with the luxurious vessel - MV Argo, to
bring you our exclusive, personalised scuba diving
liveaboard journeys on the Great Barrier Reef
and Coral Sea.

MV Argo boasts outstanding comfort, facilities
and capability, to help us deliver our expeditions
in style. With the ability to access remote
locations, this allows us to offer unrivalled
opportunities for diving the best spots - at the
right times. From our 'Ribbon Reefs Explorer' trips
which visit sites such as the Cod Hole and Steve's
Bommie, to our Minke whale expeditions where
you will swim for hours with these graceful giants.

With limited spot on each trip, our expeditions will
sell-out fast so book today to secure your place
on one of our amazing expeditions!

LENGTH

27m/90ft

TOP SPEED

14 knots

FRESHWATER

3200L + water maker (200L/h)

PASSENGERS

maximum of 16

DIVING CAPABILITY

25 tanks; Bauer compressor



THE GUIDES

Martin is the creator of Scuba IQ and Scuba IQ Dive Expeditions. An
experienced diver with over 10,000 dives made all over the world, from icy
lakes to the tropical waters of the Great Barrier Reef. He brings his
knowledge, skill and passion for diving and rolls it all into one, to deliver our
incredible expeditions.

Martin is an instructor for various dive agencies, and is always happy to help
if you are looking to improve an area of your dive game.

As a highly regarded dive professional, Bec offers her wide range of talents
as a photographer, divemaster, and trip organizer; to ensure not only that

everything runs smoothly before and during our expeditions, but also by
being an invaluable member of the onboard dive crew. 

 
For any keen photographers on our trips, Bec is a seasoned underwater

photographer, who loves to share her experience and expertise

MARTIN CONNOLLY

BEC P IPER
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PREMIUM CABIN

2 cabins - 6 places

3 guests max per cabin

Double bed + single bunk

Ensuite bathroom

TWIN CABIN

2 guests max (1 cabin only)

x2 single bunks

Shared bathroom

QUAD CABIN/DORM

2 cabins - 8 places

4 guests max per cabin

Double bed + 2 single bunks

Shared bathroom

R i b b o n  R e e f  E x p l o r e r   

M i n k e  E x p e d                           

C o r a l  S p a w n i n g         

TRIP PREMIUM TWIN QUAD

3360

3295

3360

37 10

3645

37 10

4045

3980

4045

DATES

1 2 - 1 6 /4 /22

23 -28 /6 /22

9 - 1 3 / 1 1 /22

Accommodation

All meals

Snacks

Dive/snorkel guides

Equipment rental

Cairns hotel transfers

INCLUSIONS

For anyone looking for affordable luxury, the
quad is for you. 

This cabin is perfect for a wide range of
travellers, from couples; friends, and families or
anyone else who is happy to share and meet
new divers!

Solo bookings will be allocated a bunk

The Twin cabin offers privacy for couples or
friends, without the en suite bathroom.

For solo travellers after some space, the
second place can be booked, which is popular
for photographers needing the room for
camera gear. Minimum booking of 2 guests.

Our premium cabins offer the greatest comfort
and luxury, having their own en suite
bathrooms.

Ideal for a variety of guests, including a couple
with one other friend or a family travelling with
a child. Minimum of 2 guests required for
booking. For 3 guests, single bunk is charged at
'quad' rate - see rates below.

RATES & BOOKING INFO

All rates are per-person, in Australian Dollars, and include GST

Travel and dive insurance are strongly recommended

Participation in scuba diving is subject to medical fitness

Diving is for certified divers, though non-divers are also welcome

Minke Exped is primarily for snorkeling interactions with the

whales, though some diving will also be conducted

*Terms and Conditions available on request

20% Deposit required at time of booking

Balance due no later than 60 days prior to departure

$200 cancellation fee applies with more than 60 days

notice

20% cancellation fee applies with less than 60 days notice

100% cancellation fee applies with less than 30 days notice
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https://members.danap.org/#/signup?referralCode=B00272

